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Abstract—A key challenge with network function virtualization is to provide stable latencies, so that the network functions
can be treated simply as “bumps in the wire.” In this paper, we
present RTNF, a scalable framework for the online resource
allocation and scheduling of NFV applications that provides
predictable end-to-end latency guarantees. RTNF is based
on a novel time-aware abstraction algorithm that transforms
complex NFV graphs and their performance requirements
into sets of scheduling interfaces; these can then be used
by the resource manager and the scheduler on each node
to efficiently allocate resources and to schedule NFV requests
at runtime. We provide a complexity analysis of our algorithm
and the design of a concrete implementation of our framework.
Our evaluation, based on simulations and an experimental
prototype, shows that RTNF can schedule DAG-based NFV
applications with solid timing guarantees while incurring
only a small overhead, and that it substantially outperforms
existing techniques.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern network functions no longer restrict themselves
to forwarding packets; they also perform a variety of
other functions, such as firewalling, intrusion detection,
proxying, load balancing, network address translation, and
WAN optimization. Traditionally, these functions have been
implemented as middleboxes on dedicated hardware. But
increasingly this infrastructure is being virtualized, and
the physical middleboxes are being replaced by containers
or virtual machines that run on a shared platform, such
as the cloud [37]. This trend towards network function
virtualization (NFV) offers a variety of potential benefits that
resemble those of cloud computing—including consolidation,
easier management, higher efficiency, and better scalability.
Ideally, the virtualized network functions would offer the
same properties as the middleboxes they are replacing. In
particular, they would offer low, predictable latencies. This
is necessary for the network functions to remain transparent
to the rest of the network: they are expected to behave
as “bumps in the wire” that do not have any effect on the
traffic that passes through them (other than the effects they
were designed for). However, current cloud technology can
only support these properties to a very limited extent. The
reasons are partly historical: most existing platforms were
developed for cloud computing, where worst-case latency
guarantees are rarely needed. Of course, there are scenarios
in which latency variations can cause problems even for
cloud workloads – such as performance “cross-talk” between
VMs [38] – and a number of mitigation techniques have
been developed (e.g., [16, 28, 38]). However, most existing
solutions take a best-effort approach and cannot provide
predictable latencies.
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More recently, a number of high-performance platforms
have been built specifically for NFV: systems such as
ClickOS [25], E2 [29], and NetVM [18] enable flexible
and efficient creation, chaining and processing of virtualized
network functions. In addition, resource management and
scheduling techniques for NFV have also been developed—
including, e.g., PLayer [21], SIMPLE [33], FlowTags [12],
connection acrobatics [27], and OpenNF [15]. However,
these platforms and techniques typically focus on improving
the throughput and/or average latencies using best-effort
approaches; as a result, they cannot provide any guarantees
in terms of worst-case or tail latency. In our evaluation, we
found that the 99th percentile latency of the packets when
processed by a chain of network functions using E2 is an
order of magnitude larger than its average latency!
In this paper, we aim to provide the missing link that
could enable the design of scalable NFV platforms with
latency guarantees. We focus on the resource allocation and
scheduling of complex graph-based NFV applications in a
cloud setting to meet their end-to-end latency constraints,
thus bounding tail latency as a result. Our main contribution
is a novel abstraction algorithm that transforms a complex
DAG-based NFV application and its performance requirement into sets of resource-aware interfaces, which are much
simpler than the application itself. These interfaces can
then be used by the resource manager and the node-local
schedulers to efficiently deploy the network functions, and to
adapt the scheduling parameters based on the packet arrival
rate to achieve the overall latency goals. Moreover, since
the interfaces abstract away many details of the original
applications, the difficult task of finding a good assignment
of NFs to nodes becomes substantially easier.
We also present the design of a concrete NFV platform
called RTNF. Our evaluation, based on a prototype implementation of RTNF as well as real-world network traces and
network functions, shows that RTNF can schedule DAGbased NFV applications with solid timing guarantees, and
that it substantially outperforms existing algorithms in terms
of worst-case, tail and average latencies. Our results also
show that RTNF incurs only a small overhead and utilizes
resources efficiently, even when the workload is bursty. In
summary, we make the following contributions:
•

An efficient abstraction algorithm for transforming
complex DAG-based NFV applications into chain-based
interfaces, which enable efficient resource allocation
and adaptive selection of the scheduling parameters to
the actual packet arrival rate at run-time.

•

•
•
•

An ILP formulation of the online placement of the NFs
for customer requests based on the interfaces so as to
meet their deadlines.
Correctness and complexity analyses of our algorithm.
A simulator and prototype implementation for RTNF.
Extensive evaluation using real-world network functions
and data center traffic traces.

be an issue when throughput or best-effort latency is the
primary goal, it can lead to violation of latency guarantees,
as observed in our evaluation.
Finally, there is a long line of work in real-time scheduling,
including scheduling of task graphs (see e.g., [5, 26, 34, 39,
40]). However, it assumes much simpler traffic and network
models—e.g., most focus on a single-node multiprocessor—
and cannot be applied to the cloud setting. Extending such
techniques for NFV is an interesting future direction. RTNF
already leverages EDF for the scheduling of NFs on a
core, and the idea of abstraction was in part inspired by
compositional analysis [32] (though ours focuses on a much
more complex setting).

Interface refinement

Resource allocation

II. R ELATED W ORK
Several high-performance NFV platforms are already available, including e.g., ClickOS [25], NetVM [18], OpenBox [8], Dysco [47], NFP [41], and E2 [29]. These platforms
provide a flexible, efficient and modular framework for programming, management, and deployment of NFs. A number
III. S YSTEM MODEL AND GOALS
of other efforts have looked at resource management and
scheduling for NFV, including PLayer [21], SIMPLE [33],
We begin by stating a specific system model on which
FlowTags [12], connection acrobatics [27], OpenNF [15],
latency guarantee will be based; however, our approach is
NFVnice [22], and E2 [29], to name a few. However, none
general and should work for other settings as well.
of the existing solutions supports resource allocation with
Platform. We assume the network has a fat-tree network
predictable end-to-end latency, which is a focus of RTNF.
topology, which is common in data centers. An example
Task graph scheduling in distributed systems is an
of the topology is shown in Figure 1. The platform is
established area of research (see [44] for a survey). However,
divided into multiple pods. Each pod consists of multiple
prior work typically optimizes other metrics such as cost,
racks that are connected to a number of aggregation (EoR)
energy, and resource utilization instead of providing timing
switches; all EoR switches are further connected to the core
guarantees. Solutions that do consider deadlines only support
switches. Each rack has multiple machines and a top-of-rack
a single application [3, 9, 10, 45, 46], single-job DAG tasks
(ToR) switch that connects these machines. Each network
(i.e., aperiodic tasks) [24, 36], or offline settings [13, 35];
link (from a node to a switch, from a switch to a node,
hence, they are not suitable for our setting.
or from one switch to another) is associated with a total
Recent networking research has also developed methods
bandwidth. We assume the communication latency between
to achieve better predictability for network latencies [4,
two nodes in the same pod is bounded. We believe this is a
31] and network function processing [19, 30, 42]. Unlike
reasonable assumption: any nondeterministic latency caused
ours, these results are limited to either the network layer
by collisions or ARP can be avoided in today’s data center
or individual network functions, and they cannot provide
networks using SDN configuration; further, by disallowing
end-to-end latency predictability for DAG-based workloads.
nodes to send faster than the link capacity, we can eliminate
The only existing work we are aware of that considers
the unpredictable delay caused by link congestion [4]. For
real-time guarantees for NFV is NFV-RT [23]. However,
simplicity, we assume that there are no link failures.
NFV-RT does not support general DAGs – it is restricted
to only NFV service chains. NFV-RT also has a number of
Core switch
limitations. For instance, when provisioning the resources
Pod
Pod
for a service chain, it assumes a fixed maximum traffic rate;
Aggregate
(EoR) switch
if the actual traffic rate of a user’s request is much smaller
Top-of-rack
than this maximum rate, a lot of resources will be wasted. In
(ToR) switch
contrast, RTNF is able to adapt its resource provisioning to
Rack of m m m
the actual arrival rates of the requests at run time, and thus
m4 m5
m6 m7
m8 m9 m10
1
2
3
machines
it can utilize resources more effectively. Furthermore, the
analysis in NFV-RT assumes that the period of consolidation
Abstraction: Fig. 1: An example of the fat-tree network topology.
Iroot
of two traffic flows (requests) is the inverse of their total
rate. This is not true: consider flow A with rate rA = 1/3,
Each machine hosts multiple containers (or virtual ma1
flow B with rate rB = 1/6, and suppose their first packets
chines)
Ipod1 within which the network functions are
Ipod2executed.
arrive at time 0. Then, packets of A should arrive at time 0,
For concreteness, we assume that the kernel is configured to
3, 6, 9, etc. and packets of B should arrive at time 0, 6, 12,
use theI Earliest Deadline
First I (EDF) scheduling algorithm,
Irack2
rack1
Irack4
rack3
etc. Thus, packets of the consolidated flow (say C) arrive at
as it has high utilization bound and is available in common
time 0, 0, 3, 6, 6, 9, 12, 12, etc, which is bursty. However,
kernels,Im1such
as Linux
(the SCHED_DEADLINE
scheduler)
Im4 Im5
Im6 Im7
Im2 Im3
Im8 Im9 Im10
NFV-RT assumes that the period of C is 1/(1/3 + 1/6) = 2,
and Xen (the RTDS scheduler).
i.e., its packets should arrive regularly at time 0, 2, 4, 6, etc,
1 Our approach is not specific to containers or VMs; however, we will
which is unrealistic. Although this assumption might not
use the term ‘containers’ in the rest of the paper for convenience.
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bound the worst-case latency. The only system that comes
close to achieving this is NFV-RT [23]; however, NFV-RT
is limited to simple chains of NFs. We are not aware of any
solution that can provide worst-case (or tail) latency bounds
for general DAG-based NFV applications.

Load
Balancer

Traffic
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Fig. 2: An example NFV application.
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Applications and requests. The platform provides a range
of NFV applications (services) to its users. Each application
is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), whose vertices represent
network functions (NFs), as illustrated in Figure 2. Each
NF is characterized by a per-packet worst-case execution
time (WCET), which can be obtained using existing WCET
analysis [43] or by profiling. Each incoming packet is always
processed by the NFs along a path in the DAG; the exact
path depends on the packet’s characteristics (e.g., header
or payload) and can vary across packets (even of the same
traffic flow). For instance, in Figure 2, after being processed
by the NAT and the Firewall, packets are forwarded to
either the Web cache or one of the IDS network functions,
depending on the outcome of the Firewall function.
We associate each application with an end-to-end deadline,
which represents the bound we wish to guarantee on the
latency of any packet. This end-to-end deadline would
depend on the depth of the graph and the specific NFs,
and it must be met by all traffic flows (with potentially
different packet rates) that are processed by the NFV graph.
We assume that the system is dynamic: at runtime, new
users may submit requests for the provided NFV services,
and existing users may leave the system. Each request
specifies an NFV application the user wants to use and
the packet rate of its traffic flow. (We use the terms ‘flow’
and ‘request’ interchangeably.) We say a request meets its
deadline if the end-to-end latency of every packet of its
traffic flow (i.e., from the instant the packet arrives at the
first NF until the instant it leaves the last NF) does not
exceed the application’s end-to-end deadline.
Challenges. In this setting, our goal is to efficiently allocate
resources at runtime so as to 1) meet the end-to-end latency
guarantees while 2) minimizing resource consumption. A
natural question to ask is whether this could be done
simply by applying a known real-time scheduling algorithm.
However, the scheduling problem we are facing is very
complex. For each new request, we would need to decide:
1) Which containers should each NF of the requested NFV
application execute in?
2) Which node should each container be executed on?
3) Which network path should be used to communicate
between containers on different machines?
4) How many resources should each container get?
This problem has far more degrees of freedom than a
typical scheduling problem in real-time systems, and it is
too complex to solve from scratch every time a new request
arrives. Most of the existing NFV solutions aim for good
throughput and low average latency, which is not enough to

IV. OVERVIEW OF RTNF
Next, we present an overview of our approach and design.
The detailed algorithms are discussed in Sections V–VII.
A. Resource allocation approach
Recall that, given a new request, our goal is to compute a
concrete deployment configuration for the associated NFV
application – that is, an assignment of NFs to containers,
an assignment of containers to machines, a route between
containers, and the scheduling parameters for each container
– such that the packet end-to-end latency will always be
bounded by the application’s end-to-end deadline.
Basic idea. To enable predictable latency, we first transform
each complex NFV graph into a scheduling interface
that captures the resources needed to meet the end-toend deadline. Intuitively, the interface specifies (i) how
NFs should be grouped into components, where each
component will be deployed in a separate container and
scheduled as a conventional real-time task, and (ii) the
scheduling parameters (WCET or budget, period, deadline)
for each component, such that: any incoming request of
the application will always meet its deadline if (1) all
components of the interface are schedulable under their
assigned parameters, and (2) there is sufficient network
bandwidth for the data transfers between components.
This interface (computed offline) provides an efficient way
to allocate resources to online requests and to guarantee
predictable latency. Specifically, as a new request of the
NFV graph arrives, we can quickly determine both the
assignment of NFs into containers (i.e., components) and
the containers’ scheduling parameters based on the interface.
Further, due to the above property of the interface, we can
reduce our original problem into a much simpler one: find
an assignment of the containers onto the machines and a
route between them, such that each container is schedulable
on its assigned machine and there is sufficient bandwidth for
the data transfers between containers. As containers have
well-defined scheduling parameters, their schedulability can
be verified using the EDF schedulability test (recall that
the node-local scheduler uses EDF). Consequently, we can
formulate this new problem as an ILP optimization that can
be solved efficiently at run time.
Interface computation challenges. One challenge to realizing this approach is to decompose the graph into
components. In general, having fewer components leads to
lower communication overhead but higher CPU demand
per component (which makes the component harder to
schedule on a core). Another challenge is that the scheduling
parameters of the interface’s components depend on the
packet rate of the request: the higher the packet rate, the

B. Design overview
Our design (sketched in Figure 3) consists of two interacting
core components: 1) a centralized controller, which performs
admission control and computes the resource allocations for
requests, and 2) a set of distributed run-time agents running
on the machines, which perform the deployment of the NFV
graphs for new requests based on the resource allocation
configurations given by the controller.
Internally, the controller executes a control agent that
interacts with users (e.g., receives new requests and responds
with acceptance or rejection decisions) and the run-time
agents on the nodes (e.g., to send new resource allocation
configurations to deploy, and to receive node status updates).
The control agent communicates with the resource allocation
module, which implements our strategy to compute the resource configuration for the request. Our strategy guarantees
that, if a feasible configuration exists, the request will meet
its end-to-end deadline. In this case, the agent will admit
the request and inform the agents on the assigned nodes
to deploy their assigned NFs and containers according to
the computed configuration. Upon admission, the user can
begin sending its packets directly to the node on which the
first NF of the graph is deployed.
Whenever the run-time agent on a node receives a
deployment request from the controller, it will then create
the containers, assign the NFs to containers, set scheduling
parameters for each container (which will be used by the
kernel’s scheduler to schedule the container), and set up the
route between the NFs according to the configuration given
by the controller. It will then launch the NFs, which will
begin receiving and processing packets from the user.

Packets

Users
Request
Compute
scheduling
parameters
Compute
placement
onto platform
Resource allocation

Accept/
Reject

Admission
Control
Agent

Create/configure
containers based
on scheduling
parameters

(Budget, Period, Deadline)
NF2
NF1

Start NFs
within containers

Deploy
status
update

NF3

Configure route

Agent

Containers

Machines

Controller

Fig. 3: RTNF design.
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higher the resource demand. However, this information is
specific to each request, and it is only available when the
request arrives but not during the interface computation.
Insights. Our abstraction algorithm within RTNF is based
on the following insights: (1) Leveraging the single-path
characteristic of a packet when processing through the
NFV graph, we use a chain structure for the interface
(i.e., the interface is a chain of components), following
the topology of the DAG. Not only does this chain structure
enable more efficient online assignment of (NFs within)
components onto nodes, it also simplifies the computation
of the components’ scheduling parameters substantially. (2)
To adapt to the varying online packet rates of the requests, for
each application we compute not one, but a set of interfaces.
Each such interface captures a range of traffic periods (i.e.,
inverse of the packet rates) for which the interface can
ensure latency guarantees. This approach enables the system
to select the most optimized interface for a request depending
on its actual packet rate. (3) Our algorithm groups different
parallel subpaths of the DAG with similar total WCETs
into a component to minimize the computation overhead.
Further, to reduce communication overhead, it minimizes
the length of the interface using an efficient (and optimal)
heuristic. (See Figure 5 for an example of the interfaces.)

Online resource allocation

Fig. 4: Overview of the resource allocation.
Figure 4 shows the overall flow of the RTNF resource
allocation strategy. At initialization, it computes a set of
interfaces for each NFV application graph. At run time,
whenever a new request R of an application G arrives, it
selects an interface of G based on R’s traffic period (i.e., the
inverse of the arrival rate), and sets concrete scheduling
parameters for the components in the interface. It will
then attempt to find a placement for the components of
R’s interface onto the platform such that all components
are schedulable and there is sufficient bandwidth for the
transmission between them. If a feasible placement exists,
the controller will admit the request and inform the runtime agent to deploy the NFs within each component on
the assigned node within a separate container/VM, whose
scheduling parameters are set to be that of the component.
NFs to containers mapping
Containers’ scheduling parameters
Containers to machines mapping
Route between containers
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V. I NTERFACES FOR NFV A PPLICATIONS
In this section, we present the algorithm for computing the
interfaces of NFV applications, which will be used by the
online resource allocation in Section VII. As explained in
Section IV-A, an interface of an application is a chain of
components, such that the application’s deadline is always
met if all components are schedulable. Each component
consists of multiple NFs that can be feasibly scheduled
together within a container on a core. We first formally
define the interface and its key properties.
A. Interface model and properties
Recall that an NFV application is modeled by a DAG G =
(V, E), where each vertex si ∈ V represents an NF and each
edge (si , s j ) ∈ E represents a possible data flow from si to
s j . We denote by wcet(si ) the WCET of si , and by D the
end-to-end deadline of G. We first define the components
of G that form its interface:
Definition 1 (Component): A component Ck of G is a
subgraph of G that will be scheduled together using a
periodic task (within a separate container/VM) on a core.
We denote by period(Ck ), deadline(Ck ) and wcet(Ck ) the
period, deadline, and WCET of (the task that corresponds
to) Ck , respectively. To use the tight utilization-based EDF

analysis, we require that deadline(Ck ) ≤ period(Ck ). The
CPU bandwidth requirement of Ck , also known as its density,
is given by wcet(Ck )/deadline(Ck ).
A chain of components of G is determined by a map
Π : V 7→ {1, ..., n}, where Π(si ) denotes the index of the
component that contains si . Since the incoming traffic of a
request for G will be processed by the interface’s chain of
components, a valid chain should ensure that, for any edge
(si , s j ) ∈ E, the component containing si does not reside after
the component containing s j , i.e., we must have Π(si ) ≤
Π(s j ). This property is necessary to to avoid traffic going
against the order of the chain, which could significantly
complicate the online assignment of the components to the
platform. Further, since each component Ck is a subgraph
of G, and because each packet is processed along a path in
G, each packet is processed along a path in Ck . Hence, the
WCET of Ck is, naturally, the largest WCET of any path
in Ck , where the WCET of a path is defined as the total
WCET of all NFs on the path.
Definition 2 (Chain): A chain of components, C = C1 →
C2 → · · · → Cn , is a valid chain of G iff there exists a
surjective map Π : V 7→ {1, ..., n} from V onto {1, . . . , n},
such that (a) ∀(si , s j ) ∈ E, Π(si ) ≤ Π(s j ), and (b) for all
1 ≤ k ≤ n, Ck consists
of all si ∈ V with Π(si ) = k, and
P
wcet(Ck ) = max{ si ∈P wcet(si ) | P is a path in Ck }.
The interface captures a range of periods for which the
latency guarantee of the requests is feasible; so as to enable
the adaptation of components’ scheduling parameters to
varying traffic periods of online requests. We next highlight
the characteristics of such periods.
Definition 3 (Feasible periods): An input period T is
feasible for a chain C of G iff any request for G with traffic
period T will meet its deadline if all Ck are schedulable under
the scheduling parameters period(Ck ) = deadline(Ck ) = T .
Further, a range T is a feasible period range for C iff for
all T ∈ T , T is a feasible period for C.
We are now ready to formally define an interface.
Definition 4 (Interface): An interface I of G specifies
• C, a valid chain of G, and
• T , a (non-empty) feasible input period range for C.
Properties of interfaces. Again, recall from Section IV-A
that an interface of G should ensure (1) each of its
components can be feasibly scheduled on a core, and (2)
any request with traffic period within the interface’s feasible
period range will meet its deadline if the components are
schedulable. First, for a component Ck to be schedulable on
a core, its WCET must be less than its deadline.2 Thus, we
must have wcet(Ck ) < deadline(Ck ) ≤ period(Ck ).
Second, for a request to meet its end-to-end deadline
D, the sum of (i) the response time (i.e., queuing time
plus execution time) of all components Ck in C and (ii)
the total transmission delay between any two consecutive
components Ck and Ck+1 must be no more than D. Suppose
2 We assume a negligible non-zero overhead, but scheduling-related overhead such as cache inteference, context switches, etc. can be incorporated
by inflating the WCET with such overhead.

T is a feasible period of the interface, and suppose R is a
request with incoming traffic period T . As the packets of R
arrive at each Ck at a period of T , the period of Ck is also
T . Hence, if we set the deadline of each Ck to be the same
as its period (i.e., T ), then the delay of a packet at Ck is
always bounded by T if all components Ck are schedulable.
Further, to minimize communication overhead, our online
placement will always restrict the components of G to nodes
of the same pod (resp. rack). Let d tr be the maximum
transmission latency of a packet from one node to another
in the same pod (resp. rack) when there is sufficient network
bandwidth. Combining with the preceeding property, the
end-to-end latency of a packet when being processed through
C is at most d = n · T + (n − 1) · d tr , where n is the number
of components in C. Thus, we must ensure that d ≤ D.
The next lemma follows directly from these properties.
Lemma 1: Let C = C1 → C2 → · · · → Cn be a valid chain
of G. An input period T is feasible for C if
1) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n, wcet(Ck ) < T , and
2) the end-to-end latency of a packet of any request with
traffic period T when processed through C must be no
more than D, i.e., d = n · T + (n − 1) · d tr ≤ D.
Combine Lemma 1 with Definition 3, we have:
Corollary 1: Let C = C1 → C2 → · · · → Cn be a valid
chain of G. An input period range T is feasible for C if the
following two conditions hold:
1) For all T ∈ T , max1≤k≤n wcet(Ck ) < T .
2) T2 ≤ (D + d tr )/n − d tr , where T2 = max T .
T ∈T

We then imply Corollary 2.
Corollary 2: Suppose T is a feasible input period for
C = C1 → C2 → · · · → Cn , then [T, Tnmax ] is a feasible input
period range for C, where Tnmax = (D + d tr )/n − d tr .
Proof: Since T is a feasible input period for C, from
Lemma 1 we have T > wcet(Ck ) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n, which
implies that for all T ≤ T 0 ≤ Tnmax , T 0 > wcet(Ck ) for all
for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n. In other words, Condition 1 of Corollary 1
holds. Further, since Tnmax = (D + d tr )/n − d tr , Condition 2
of Corollary 1 trivially holds. Combing both properties, we
have [T, Tnmax ] is a feasible input period range for C.
B. Interface computation algorithm
In the following we fix an application G = (V, E) and
introduce our algorithm for computing its interface. Based on
Lemma 1, the fewer components an interface has, the larger
its feasible input period. To enable the online scheduler to
find the best allocation given the actual period of a request,
we will compute for G a set of interfaces with different
lengths, each of which can be used to schedule requests
with a certain traffic period range. Further, to minimize
communication overhead, we limit the length of the chain
to be at most N, where N is the maximum number of NFs
along any path in G.
For each n ≤ N, we compute a valid chain of length n and
an associated feasible period range for the interface. Towards
this, we will search for the smallest possible input period

Algorithm 1 Find an interface with a fixed length n.

value Tn∗ for which there exists a valid chain Cn∗ of length n
such that Tn∗ is feasible, using the conditions in Lemma 1.
Once obtaining Tn∗ , the interface In of length n can be
constructed from the corresponding chain Cn∗ and the input
period range [Tn∗ , Tnmax ], where Tnmax = (D + d tr )/n − d tr .
Note that In is a feasible interface for G, since [Tn∗ , Tnmax ]
is a feasible input period range for Cn∗ (Corollary 2).

Algorithm 2 computes the shortest valid chain of G, given
an incoming packet period T . Here, the construction of each
V` ensures that the WCET of each component Ck is no more
than T , and for any edge (si , s j ) ∈ E, Π(si ) ≤ Π(s j ), where
Π is the corresponding mapping of the chain.
Correctness and running time. We now establish the
correctness and running time of our algorithms. Intuitively,
to minimize the length of the chain, Algorithm 2 always
attempts to pack as many NFs into a component as possible,
and this greedy strategy turns out to be optimal. Further,
the running time of Algorithm 2 can be established by
showing that the vertex sets V` in each iteration (Step 3.a)
can be found in linear time, which can be achieved through
a dynamic programming based approach. Due to space
constraints, we omit the proofs.
Lemma 2 (Correctness): Algorithm 2 always outputs the
shortest possible valid chain of G for a given period T .
Lemma 3 (Running time): Algorithm 2 can be executed
in O(n + m) time, where n is the number of vertices and m
is the number of edges in G.
Based on the above results, the overall running time
for finding a feasible interface with a given length n (i.e.,
Algorithm 1) is hence O(d · (n + m) · logW ), where d is
the depth of the input DAG, W is the number of different
values (i.e., in the range (emax , Tnmax ]) that the incoming
packet period could use, and n and m are the number of
vertices and edges in G, respectively. The correctness of
Algorithm 1 is followed by the correctness of finding the
shortest valid chain (i.e., Algorithm 2).
Interface table of G. Using the output In of Algorithm 1
for all possible candidate interface lengths n, we construct a
set of interfaces I = {In | 1 ≤ n ≤ N} for G, which we refer
to as the interface table of G. The n-th interface of G, In ,
specifies a valid chain Cn∗ with length n and an associated
feasible period range Tn . Figure 5 shows an example NFV
application and its interface table.
In the next section, we describe how RTNF adapts its
resource allocation to the varying period of an online request
based on the application’s interface table.
VI. O NLINE INTERFACE SELECTION

Algorithm 1 shows the procedure for constructing the
chain Cn∗ and the feasible period range [Tn∗ , Tnmax ] of the
interface In , for a given interface length n. Due to Condition
1 in Lemma 1, Tn∗ > wcet(Ck ) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n; thus, Tn∗ >
emax , where emax is the maximum WCET of an NF in G.
To compute Tn∗ , we perform a binary search on the interval
(emax , Tnmax ]. For each period value T during this search, the
algorithm uses Algorithm 2 as a subprocedure to compute
the corresponding shortest valid chain of G. If the computed
chain has a length larger than n, it will search for a larger
value T ; otherwise, it will search for a smaller value T .
Intuitively, when T is larger, the period/deadline can also be
larger; hence, it is easier to group more NFs to a component,
leading to a smaller length.

Whenever an incoming request for an NFV application G
arrives, RTNF selects an interface from G’s interface table
for the resource allocation for R based on its traffic period.
Specifically, let T be the period of a new request R. For
convenience, we say that a range T is larger (resp. smaller)
than T if for all T 0 ∈ T , T 0 > T (resp. T 0 < T ). The concrete
interface for R is determined as follows.
Case 1: If T falls in the feasible period ranges of
some interfaces in G’s interface table, then we select
the interface with the shortest chain among such interfaces (to minimize communication overhead), while setting
period(Ck ) = deadline(Ck ) = T for all Ck .
Case 2: If there exists some interface in the interface
table whose period range is smaller than T , then we will
choose the interface with the shortest chain among those; in

1) Input: An application G = (V, E), end-to-end deadline
D, and the target interface length n.
2) Let Tnmax = (D+d tr )/n−d tr , and let emax be the largest
WCET among all NFs in G.
3) Binary search the period from the range (emax , Tnmax ],
denoted by T , to find the minimum period T such that
a valid chain for G with period T and length n exists.
a) In each step of the binary search, call Algorithm 2
to find the shortest valid chain for input period T .
b) If the length of the computed chain is ≤ n, search
for a smaller T ; otherwise, search for a larger T .
4) Denote by Tn∗ the (smallest) period found in the above
binary search and by Cn∗ its associated chain.
5) If Tn∗ ≤ Tnmax then return In = hCn∗ , [Tn∗ , Tnmax ]i; otherwise, return NULL.
Algorithm 2 Find shortest valid chain given an input period
1) Input: an application G and an input period T .
2) Create a source service (vertex) s whose WCET is
defined to be 0, and create an edge from s to every
vertex in G.
3) Let ` := 1. Repeat the following while there are vertices
left in G:
a) Let V` be the subgraph of G where each vertex v ∈ V`
has the property that no path from s to v has the
total WCET ≥ T .
b) Assign C` to be the subgraph of G that consists of
vertices V` ; assign wcet(C` ) to be the largest WCET
of a path in C` ; remove V` from G; and ` := ` + 1.
4) Return ` − 1 as the length of the CSC and the C1 →
C2 · · · → Cl−1 as the output chain.
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Fig. 5: An NFV application (left-most graph) and its interface table (with four interfaces, each enclosed by a solid rectangle).
Here, we assume d tr = 0 for simplicity. The number within each vertex of the graph represents the WCET of the corresponding
NF. The number on top of each component (dotted rectangle) represents the component’s WCET.
addition, we set period(Ck ) = T and deadline(Ck ) = Tnmax ,
where n is the number of components of the interface and
Tnmax = (D + d tr )/n − d tr is the maximum feasible period
of the interface (c.f. Algorithm 1).
Case 3: Otherwise, T must be smaller than every
interface’s feasible period range, and thus the request
cannot be feasibly scheduled. If the request is splittable
(i.e., stateless), we split its traffic flow into two different
subflows with period 2T each, and then attempt to find the
interface
for each subflow in the manner as above. If the
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request is not splittable, however, we will reject the request.
Example. Consider the NFV application, and its interface
table, shown in Figure 5. We denote by Ii the i-th interface
(with i components) of the interface table. Suppose we have
three incoming requests R1 , R2 and R3 , with periods T1 = 3,
T2 = 5.1 and T3 = 1, respectively.
Since T1 falls into the feasible period range of only I3 , we
select this interface for R1 , while setting the period/deadline
of its components to be equal to T1 = 3.
Although no feasible period range contains T2 , the feasible
period range (3, 5] of I2 is smaller than T2 ; hence, we select
this interface for R2 . In addition, the period and deadline of
each component are set to be T2 = 5.1 and 5, respectively.
As T3 is smaller than all interfaces’ feasible period ranges,
we will reject it. One can validate that, since the maximum
WCET of an NF in the application is 2, it is impossible to
schedule any request with period less than or equal to 2
(see Section V-B), unless we split it into subflows.
The next lemma states the correctness of our interface
selection.
Lemma 4: If a request R is not rejected, then the selected
scheduling interface for R guarantees that each component
of the interface can be feasibly scheduled on a core, and that
R will meet its latency guarantee if all of the components
in the interface are schedulable under the concrete period
and deadline assigned by our selection strategy.
Proof: Let T be the period of R, let I = hC, T i be the
selected scheduling interface for R, and let n be the number
of components of C. Since an interface for R exists, T falls
into either Case 1 or Case 2 in our selection strategy.
Case 1) T ∈ T : Since T is a feasible period range for
C, T is a feasible period for C. Hence, each component
of C can be feasibly scheduled under period/deadline T .
Further, by Definition 3, any request with period T – which
includes R – will meet its end-to-end deadline if all Ck are

schedulable under the period/deadline equal to T . Thus, the
lemma holds.
Case 2) T is smaller than T : Based on the interface
computation (Algorithm 1), Tnmax = (D + d tr )/n − d tr is the
maximum feasible period of I. We will show that (i) every
component Ck with period(Ck ) = T and deadline(Ck ) =
Tnmax can be feasibly scheduled on a core, and (ii) if all Ck
are schedulable, then the end-to-end latency of each packet
of R will be at most D (the application’s deadline). Indeed,
since Tnmax is a feasible period for C, the WCET
of each
3
component Ck must be less than Tnmax , which in turn is
less than T . Hence, each Ck with period T and deadline
Tnmax can be feasibly scheduled on a core. Further, if Ck is
schedulable, then the latency of each packet at Ck is at most
Ck ’s deadline, which is Tnmax . Thus, the end-to-end latency
of each packet of R when processed through C is at most
n · Tnmax + (n − 1) · d tr = (D + d tr ) − n · d tr + (n − 1) · d tr = D.
Therefore, if all Ck are schedulable, then R will always meet
its end-to-end deadline.
VII. O NLINE RESOURCE ALLOCATION
We now present our method for allocating resources to
each new request R based on the computed scheduling
interface of R. Recall that the scheduling interface of R
specifies a chain of components C = C1 → C2 → · · · → Cn ,
with concrete WCET, period, and deadline parameters for
each Ck , such that R meets its latency guarantee if all Ck
are schedulable. Hence, our allocation can be achieved
by simply finding an assignment of the components
to the nodes and a route between them, such that
each Ck is schedulable on its assigned machine and there
is sufficient bandwidth for the data transfer from Ck to Ck+1 .
Overview. Our method first finds a pod, and then finds an
assignment of C to this pod while maximizing locality. To
find a pod, we maintain for each pod (a) the total available
CPU bandwidth (i.e., the difference between the total number
of cores and the total density of all active components on
the nodes), and (b) the total available network bandwidth
from EoR switches to ToR switches (downlink bandwidth)
and from ToR switches to EoR switches (uplink bandwidth).
For each pod, we calculate the fractions of the remaining
CPU bandwidth, downlink bandwidth and uplink bandwidth
if C is assigned to the pod. We then pick the pod with the
smallest maximum value of the three fractions, to balance
the network and computational resources across pods.

k
m∈Nodes;e∈Out(m) xe = 1
P
∀m ∈ Nodes : k∈[1..n];e∈Out(m) xek · uk ≤ cpum
P
∀e ∈ Links : k∈[0..n] xek · β k ≤ bwe
P
∀k ∈ [1..n] : s∈EoR;e∈In(s) xek ≤ 1
P
∀k ∈ [0..n − 1] : s∈EoR;e∈Out(s) xek ≤ 1

(1) ∀k ∈ [1..n] :
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

P

xe0 = 1 and v∈EoR;e∈In(v) xe0 = 0
Pv∈EoR;e∈Out(v)n
P
(7) v∈EoR;e∈In(v) xe = 1 and v∈EoR;e∈Out(v) xen = 0
P
P
(8) ∀k ∈ [1..n], ∀m ∈ Nodes : e ∈ In(m)xek−1 = e∈Out(m) xek
P
P
(9) ∀k ∈ [1..n − 1], ∀v ∈ EoR : e∈In(v) xek = e∈Out(v) xek
P
P
(10) ∀k ∈ [0..n], ∀v ∈ ToR : e∈In(v) xek = e∈Out(v) xek
(6)

P

P

TABLE I: Constraints for the online resource allocation.
Once we have chosen a pod for C, we find an assignment
of C to the pod by formulating it as an integer linear program
(ILP). To minimize energy consumption, we aim to minimize
the number of active racks and thus restrict C to active racks
only. If there exists no feasible assignment, we will activate
a new rack and assign all components of C to the rack,
or reject it if there is no such rack available. (Since an
unused rack has much more resource than the demand of
one request, an assignment can always be found.)
ILP formulation. For our formulation, we add a virtual
link (m) from each machine m to itself, which is used by
the transmission from Ck to Ck+1 (denoted as Ck → Ck+1 ) if
both Ck to Ck+1 are assigned to m. For ease of explanation,
we include in C a (virtual) component C0 before C1 , and
Cn+1 after Cn . We use the following notations:
• In(v) and Out(v): sets of incoming and outgoing links
of a switch v, respectively.
• In(m) and Out(m): sets of incoming and outgoing links,
including virtual links, of a node m, respectively.
• Links, EoR, ToR, Nodes, and Racki : sets of all network
links, EoR switches, ToR switches, nodes, and nodes
in the i-th rack, respectively.
• bwe : the available bandwidth of each network link e.
• cpum : the available CPU bandwidth of each node m.
• β k : the maximum bandwidth required by Ck → Ck+1 .
• uk : the CPU bandwidth requirement (i.e., density) of
Ck , i.e., uk = wcet(Ck )/deadline(Ck ).
We define the binary variables xek ∈ {0, 1} to indicate whether
the link e is used for the transmission Ck → Ck+1 . Their
values determine both a route for the transmissions Ck →
Ck+1 and an assignment of Ck to nodes: for any node m
k
k = 1 – i.e., if the link
and ToR switch v, if x(m,v)
= 1 or x(m)
(m, v) or the virtual link (m) is used for Ck ’s outgoing traffic
– then Ck must be assigned to node m.
Table I shows the constraints of our ILP formulation.
Constraint (1) specifies that each component Ck is assigned
to exactly one node (i.e., exactly one outgoing link from
all nodes is used for Ck → Ck+1 ). Constraint (2) specifies
the schedulability condition for each node under EDF; for
simplicity, we present here a sufficient condition if nodes are
single core machines; extensions to multicores are discussed
at the end of this section. Constraint (3) states that each
network link e should have sufficient available bandwidth for
all transmissions that use e. Constraints (4)-(7) state that (i)
each transmission Ck → Ck+1 uses at most one incoming link
and at most one outgoing link of all the EoR switches, (ii)
C0 → C1 uses exactly one outgoing link and no incoming

link of all EoR switches; and (iii) the Cn → Cn+1 uses
exactly one incoming link and no outgoing link of all EoR
switches. Constraints (8-10) establish that the links used by
all Ck → Ck+1 must form a valid route: (a) for all k ∈ [1..n],
if an incoming link of a node m is used for Ck−1 → Ck then
an outgoing link of m is used for Ck → Ck+1 ; and (b) if an
incoming link of a switch v is used for Ck → Ck+1 then an
outgoing link of v is also used for this transmission.
Objective: Our formulation aims to minimize the number
of racks being used for the assignment, i.e.,
P
minimize
xek
k∈[1..n−1];v∈EoR;e∈In(v)

Assignment of components to cores on each node. The
solution of the above ILP provides an assignment of
components Ck to nodes, and the links for the transmissions from Ck to Ck+1 . It always ensures that the request
will meet its deadline if nodes are single core machines.
Extensions to multicore cases can be done in two simple
ways: (1) extending the ILP to include additional variables
that indicate the assignment of components to cores, and
to modify the schedulability condition (Constraint 2) to
reflect the schedulability on each core (i.e., the available
CPU bandwidth of each core is more than the total BW
requirements of all components assigned to it); or (2) starting
with the solution of the ILP, assigning the components placed
on a node to the node’s cores while considering the corelevel schedulability, which is faster but not optimal. Our
evaluation follows the first approach.
VIII. P ROTOTYPE I MPLEMENTATION
To test the efficacy of our system, we implemented both an
event-driven simulator and a concrete prototype of RTNF.
Simulator. The simulation includes the entire resource
provisioning algorithm (Sections V and VII) along with lowlevel network behavior and job scheduling. The packet-level
simulator was implemented using 3510 lines of C++ code
and invokes Gurobi [17] with 8 parallel threads as the ILP
solver. The hypervisors for CPUs use EDF scheduling based
on the budget (WCET) and deadline computed by RTNF.
To cover network processing and propagation latencies, we
measured the maximum latencies between two servers and
between containers of a server in our testbed, and used the
results (150µs and 25µs, respectively) in the simulator.
For comparison, we also implemented in our simulator
two existing algorithms: E2 [29], a best-effort resource
allocation framework for DAG-based NFV applications; and
NFV-RT [23], a real-time resource allocation framework for

NFV service chains. We also implemented the default Linux
CFS scheduler, which is configured to be used for E2.

6.7ms for over 99% of the packets. This shows that RTNF
incurs only minimal run-time overhead.

Prototype. We implemented a prototype of RTNF on real
hardware. Our prototype uses a separate Docker container
to execute the NFs of each component of the application’s
interface (determined by the controller for each incoming
request). Each Docker container, which corresponds to a
component of the application, has two virtual NICs (one
input vNIC and one output vNIC). The vNIC of containers
of an application are connected to each other by the pairs of
virtual Ethernet devices (veth), which act like an Ethernet
cable between network namespaces to connect two vNICs.
The NFs within a Docker container are bound to both the
input vNIC and loopback interface of the container: the
former is to receive packets from a preceeding container or
from a user, and the latter to receive packets coming from
another NF in the same container. The NFs are bound to
specific port numbers, thus an input packet can be routed
to its destination NF based on its port number.

IX. E VALUATION

In our prototype, a chain of containers in a machine are
connected to the host’s root namespace by two veth pairs:
one connects the root namespace to the first container’s input
vNIC, and the other connects the last container’s output
vNIC to the root namespace. If the physical NIC of the
server receives a packet, it gives the packet to the network
stack of the root namespace. The rules of the iptables in
the root namespace use the destination IP address and port
number of the packet to redirect it to vNIC of the correct
container (NF). When the last container needs to send a
packet out of the server, it first sends the packet to the root
namespace through the veth pair, and the iptables’ NAT
uses the destination port number to route the packet out of
the server. In our prototype, we create a pool of containers
and processes initially when the system starts for executing
online requests. The chaining of NFs is done dynamically
at run-time for each new request.
Our prototype contains 10280 LoC in C++ (3530 LoC
for the controller, 2750 LoC for the run-time agent, and
4000 LoC for the request and traffic generator). For
comparison, we also implemented E2 [29] and NFVRT [23] on the testbed. The node’s OS is configured to
use SCHED_DEADLINE scheduler for RTNF and NFV-RT,
and to use its default CFS scheduler for E2.
Run-time overhead. To evaluate the run-time overhead
of RTNF, we measured the time taken to compute an
allocation for each incoming request and to deploy the
NFs using our prototype. We performed the experiments on
our experimental testbed using real-world NFV workload
and data center traffic traces (described in the next section).
The results – obtained across all trials in our experiments
– show that computing a resource allocation took less than
785µs on average and less than 1762µs for over 99% of the
packets, and it took at most 4.1 ms even in the worst case.
Deploying the NFs of a request took 3.1ms on average and

Our evaluation aims to answer four high-level questions: 1)
Can RTNF provide latency guarantees for online requests
of DAG-based NFV applications? 2) What is the overhead
of running RTNF? 3) Can RTNF handle bursty workloads
efficiently? and 4) How well does RTNF perform compared
to existing solutions?
We evaluated the scalability and effectiveness of RTNF
as large-scale NFV platforms through simulations and
experiments on our prototype. The former allows us to
explore a large parameter space for the platform and
applications, such as a fat-tree topology with hundreds of
machines. The latter enables us to evaluate the potential
impact of practical overheads on performance in a real
cloud environment. Both types of evaluation used real-world
network traces and network functions.
A. Workload
To obtain a representative experimental environment, we
validated RTNF using a range of real-world network functions – including Snort, Load Balancer, Cache Proxy, NAT,
Firewall, VPN, and Traffic Monitor – each with different
configurations, resulting in 18 different NFs. (We obtained
Snort from [2] and implemented the rest.) The NFs and
their configurations are described below.
• Load Balancer with one configuration (100 servers).
• Cache Proxy with three different cache sizes: CP1
(500 files), CP2 (1000 files), and CP3 (2000 files).
• NAT with three different rule sets: NAT1 (1000 rules),
NAT2 (5000 rules) and NAT3 (10000 rules).
• Firewall with three different rule sets: FW1 (1000
rules), FW2 (5000 rules) and FW3 (10000 rules).
• VPN with two configurations: VPN1 (using OpenSSL’s
EVP interface to AES [1]) and VPN2 (using RSA
algorithm).
• Traffic Monitor based on the NetFlow protocol [11].
• Snort [2] with 5 different rule sets obtained from the
Snort community, namely Full (9905 rules), Malware
(2577 rules), Blacklist (1258 rules), OS (316 rules),
and Protocol (28 rules).
Execution time profiling. To obtain realistic and precise
execution times of the NFs in the cloud setting, we profiled
them on two sets of real-world data center traffic traces
from [6]. These traces are well-known and commonly
used by the networking community in research on network
functions and middleboxes (e.g., [14, 15, 29, 41]). We
replayed the traces, applied each NF, and recorded the
processing time of each packet using the RDTSC instruction.
We performed this profiling (100000 packets per NF) on
every machine in our experimental testbed and measured
the results across all machines. In addition, we analyzed
the packet traces and extracted the packet rate, inter-arrival

Load Balancer
CP1
CP2
CP3
NAT1
NAT2
NAT3
FW1
FW2
FW3
VPN1
VPN2
Traffic Monitor
Snort-Protocol
Snort-OS
Snort-Full
Snort-Malware
Snort-Blacklist

Maximum
19.498
40.477
61.677
112.133
36.280
109.117
198.607
36.385
114.128
201.375
27.483
43.833
18.292
25.034
27.180
21.696
25.749
26.465

99.99%
18.187
39.553
60.943
105.940
36.063
108.627
197.145
35.553
107.765
196.303
26.590
43.450
17.927
24.796
27.180
21.696
25.749
26.465

99%
16.722
38.273
59.802
104.882
34.715
107.583
195.862
34.247
106.762
195.357
25.100
38.48
16.242
20.266
22.888
20.027
22.888
21.696

95%
14.192
35.687
58.840
104.218
32.023
106.92
195.372
31.970
106.212
194.843
22.483
37.657
14.140
19.073
19.550
18.120
20.504
18.358

Average
13.518
34.838
55.649
100.782
31.325
103.628
192.303
31.251
102.895
191.727
21.735
32.994
13.518
7.440
6.977
5.503
6.479
7.303

TABLE II: Per-packet processing time of the NFs (µs).

time and duration of the traffic flows. Based on the observed
patterns, we generated online requests for our experiments.
Table II shows the average, 95th percentile, 99th percentile, 99.99th percentile, and worst-case execution times of
the 18 different network function configurations introduced
above. To evaluate the latency predictability, we used the
largest value measured (i.e., the 100th percentile) as the
WCET for each network function. This is necessary to
enable RTNF’s ability to provide strong latency guarantees.
In addition, we also evaluated the algorithms for settings
where only soft latency guarantee is needed, i.e., some
deadline misses are allowed. For this, RTNF used the average
execution time as the WCET for each network function to
compute the resource allocation. Since the average execution
time is generally much smaller than the worst-case execution
time, provisioning based on average resource demand can
potentially conserve resources.
B. Simulations
Setup. We simulated the network functions in a fat-tree
datacenter topology in our simulator. The network contained
400 machines, each having 8 CPU cores. Every 10 machines
formed a rack. Every network link had a bandwidth of 10
Gbps. Since RTNF first assigns requests to different pods
(whose running time is negligible) and the assignment for
different pods are independent of each other, we focused
on evaluating the behavior of RTNF inside a single pod. To
our knowledge, there is no public industrial data on NFV
application structures, so we followed the standard approach
and randomly generated a wide variety of DAG structures for
our experiments. We generated 20 DAGs, each consisting of
4 to 8 network functions chosen randomly. The deadline of
each DAG is chosen to be the WCET of (the services along

a path of) the DAG plus a threshold ∆, which is typically
less than a few milliseconds (∆ = 2000µs and ∆ = 3000µs
in our simulations). The requests were generated to match
real-world data center workloads as described earlier. Our
experiments were performed on a workstation with 2.6 GHz
Intel Xeon Gold 6142 processors (32 physical cores) and
376 GB of RAM. The OS was Ubuntu 16.04.
Predictable latency guarantees. To evaluate the effectiveness of RTNF in providing hard latency guarantees for
online requests, we generated 10000 requests of different
NFV graphs and measured the end-to-end latencies of the
packets for all the 10000 traffic flows when being processed
by RTNF. We repeated this experiment for 4 trials, and
computed the request miss rate for each trial – the request
miss rate is defined as the percentage of requests that missed
their deadlines (i.e., that have at least one packet with a delay
larger than the end-to-end deadline) out of all the requests.
For comparison, we also performed the same experiments
for the existing E2 resource allocation algorithm under two
different settings: E2_10 and E2_100, with buffer thresholds
set equal to 10 and 100 packets, respectively.
The results show that RTNF is able to provide a strong
timing guarantee: all the requests always meet their deadlines
across all trials. In contrast, E2 performs poorly in terms
of meeting deadlines, where more than 71% and more
than 76% of the requests missed their deadlines on average
under E2_10 and E2_100 settings, respectively. These results
confirm that techniques designed for throughput and average
latency can severely suffer in terms of predictability.
Average and tail latencies. For each packet processed in the
evaluation, we plot the total end-to-end delay divided by the
deadline and the delay value in one random trial, presented
as Figures 6a and 6b, respectively. (Results of other trials
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Fig. 6: Simulation results for NFV graphs: Latency predictability, real-time performance and resource consumption.
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are similar.) We observe that RTNF gives a more stable
packet latency compared to E2. In addition, it also reduces
the average latency and 99th percentile tail latency by an
order of magnitude across all trials: 165–1292× and 158–
679× compared to E2_10, respectively; and 999–4283×
and 984–2560× compared to E2_100, respectively. This is
quite surprising, as E2 aims to optimize for the average
case, and it also suggests that by making worst-case latency
more predictable we also indirectly gain in terms of average
and tail latencies.
Resource consumption. Finally, we recorded the total
resource usages for one random trial over the period of
the experiment. The results are shown in Figure 6c. We
can observe that the resource consumption under RTNF is
similar to that of E2; thus, we can conclude that RTNF is
equally effective in optimizing resource use as E2 while
giving substantially better latency performance.
We also observe from the results that the CPU demand in
our simulation contains multiple spikes, which is consistent
with the bursty nature of data center traffic [7, 20], and
RTNF is able to dynamically provision more resources when
demand bursts, while gradually scaling down the resource
consumption afterwards (by scheduling most of the new
incoming requests to active machines), and maintaining the
platform resource in an energy efficient manner.
Performance results for NFV chains. Ideally, we would
like to evaluate RTNF against existing NFV platforms that
are designed for latency guarantees; however, the (only)
existing platform we know of is NFV-RT [23], which only
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supports chains. For a fair comparison, we considered in this
evaluation only chains of NFs. We generated NFV chains
and requests in the same fashion as in the DAG case.
The results show that RTNF continues to provide strong
latency guarantees for the requests, whereas E2 performs
poorly, which is consistent to its observed performance for
general DAG-based applications. Interestingly, we observed
that a number of requests (0.075%) miss their deadlines
under NFV-RT, even though in theory they should not; we
expect that this is because NFV-RT does not consider the
potential jitter between packets when it merges multiple
traffic flows. Further, as shown in Figure 7, RTNF used
substantially less resource than NFV-RT did (up to 5×). In
short, not only is RTNF strictly more general than NFV-RT
it also outperforms NFV-RT in both latency guarantees and
resource usage.
Soft real-time performance vs. resource use tradeoff. In
scenarios where a hard latency guarantee is not critical,
RTNF can be used to provide soft real-time performance
with fewer resources. To investigate this tradeoff, we
performed the same set of experiments as above. However,
our algorithm used the average execution times of the
network functions for computing the resource allocation,
and we recorded both the packet end-to-end latency and
resource consumption.
The results are shown in Figures 8 and 9. We observed
that, when using RTNF for the soft deadline requirement,
the average latency was 1.54ms, a slight increase from the
0.76ms observed in the hard deadline case. When looking
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Fig. 10: Empirical evaluation results for NFV graphs.

at the 99th percentile, the latency increases from 1.76ms to
8.5ms, which is still 433× smaller than the 99th percentile
latency observed for E2_100 (not shown here). In addition,
the peak resource consumption is reduced by up to 14.7%,
as illustrated in Figure 9. This provides opportunities for
tuning the performance of the system based on the available
resources.
We also observed from Figure 8 that, unlike RTNF, NFVRT incurs a significant increase in the end-to-end latencies
of the packets when moving from a hard real-time setup to
a soft real-time one; the 99th percentile latency increased
from 1.73ms to 51.8ms, a 30-fold increase. This illustrates
that RTNF is much more effective in bounding the end-toend latency while saving resources in soft real-time settings
compared to NFV-RT.
From these comparisons, we see that even when moving
to a soft real-time scenario, RTNF still provides significant
advantages over both best-effort and other real-time methods.
The added flexibility that RTNF provides makes for more
cost-effective systems that can be tuned for a highly diverse
set of requirements.
C. Empirical evaluation
Testbed experimental setup. We evaluated RTNF using
our prototype implementation on a local cloud testbed. The
testbed contains four racks for executing NFs, which have a
total of 96 cores across eight Intel Xeon E5-2620 v3 servers,
each with 12 physical cores running at 2.40GHz and with
64 GB RAM. Machines in each rack are connected via a
1Gbps ToR switch, and all four ToR switches are connected
to a 1Gbps EoR switch. To reduce interference, on each
machine we disabled frequency scaling. We used one core
for handling software interrupts (softirq), one core for the
run-time agent, and the remaining cores for executing the
network functions. These servers run Linux (Fedora 26) and
Docker container software. In addition, the testbed has a
separate rack connected to the EoR switch that has four
8-core Intel Xeon CPU E5-2630L servers (with 1.8 GHz
CPU and 64 GB RAM), running Ubuntu 14.04 LTS. We
used one server to run the controller, and the remaining
three servers to generate packet flows for the users’ requests.
We configured the OS to use the SCHED_DEADLINE for

RTNF and NFV-RT, and we used the default CFS scheduler
for E2. We set the buffer threshold of E2 to be 10 packets.
We randomly created a set of 20 NFV application graphs
in the same fashion as in the simulations. We generated a
total of 2000 requests from across 20 users; the requests’
traffic flows are created using the same two sets of real-world
data center traffic traces as was done in the simulations.
Predictable latency guarantee. Figure 10a shows the
request miss rate and the CDF of the ratios of the endto-end latency divided by the deadline of the packets. (Note
that the X-axis in the figure is in log scale.) The results show
that RTNF can deliver solid timing guarantee in practice: all
requests met their deadlines in our experiments. In contrast,
E2 performs poorly in delivering timing guarantee: under
E2, 83.25% of the requests missed their deadlines, and the
majority of the packets (>64%) had an end-to-end latency
that is 1000 times larger than their deadlines.
End-to-end latency. Figure 10b further shows the end-toend latencies of the packets observed in our experiments for
one trial (the results for other trials are similar). The results
show that RTNF outperforms E2 by an order of magnitude
in all metrics: average, 99.99th percentile, and maximum
end-to-end latency. For instance, the observed packet latency
under RTNF is always below 4.59 ms, whereas the packets
can experience a latency of near 148 seconds under E2.
Throughput. Figure 10c plots the throughput of the system
during the experiment duration. We can observe that RTNF
achieves comparable throughput to E2. This demonstrates
that through proper resource allocation, RTNF can deliver
much better latency performance without impacting throughput as compared to existing techniques.
Experimental evaluation results for NFV chains. We also
evaluated RTNF against NFV-RT and E2 for NFV chains on
our experimental testbed, using the same methodology as in
the evaluation of DAG-based applications. The results show
that RTNF consistently provides solid timing guarantees,
with a zero miss rate, while accepting all requests. In
contrast, NFV-RT rejected an average of 15% of the requests,
while requiring 46% more resources than RTNF due to
over-provisioning. In addition, we also observed that the
worst-case latency under NFV-RT is 8.1× more than the

worst-case latency under RTNF. As expected, E2 continues
to perform poorly in this setting: its worst-case latency is
1459× larger than the worst-case latency under RTNF. These
results, again, demonstrate the advantages of RTNF over
both existing techniques in providing predictable latency
while also improving resource consumption.
X. C ONCLUSION
We have presented RTNF, a scalable system for online
resource allocation and scheduling of NFV applications
on the cloud with latency guarantees. RTNF uses a novel
consolidation technique for abstracting a complex DAGbased application into service chains with flexible timing
interfaces, thus allowing for efficient resource allocation at
run time. Our evaluation using real-world network traces and
network functions shows that RTNF can provide solid timing
guarantees with only a small overhead, and it performs
substantially better than existing techniques.
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